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design without compromise

Designed and developed in Europe to meet the needs of today’s 
businesses, Lines is the building block that creates a complete 
office workspace.

A stylish desking system, Lines’ modularity provides planning 
flexibility, while a wide range of materials and finishes permits a 
range of looks. Interpret space in new ways, adapt quickly and 
easily to changing situations, define different environments and 
accommodate a range of workstyles using Lines.

Seating shown in brochure: Task/Fitz, Executive/Marini, Guest/Vignette
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adjustable 
Height-adjustable legs (from 620mm-820mm) 
enable Lines to be personalized to suit the 
ergonomic needs of each user. Legs are also 
recessed to provide added space under the 
desk – allowing greater movement between 
workstations.    

Legs are affixed to a structural beam underneath 
the worksurface. These beams enable the legs 
to be shared across adjacent desks or benches, 
to create a clean, crisp look and to realize cost 
savings.
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connectable 
Lines’ structure utilizes metal-to-metal 
components. These durable components 
allow Lines to be endlessly reconfigured to 
meet evolving workplace needs. Promote 
collaboration and communication by creating 
infinite spans using the modular frame. 

Accessories such as monitor arms, lighting and 
CPU holders are beam-mounted, freeing up 
valuable desk space. 
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complete toolkit

A thoughtful and comprehensive selection of 
features and options means you can create a 
complete office landscape. A matching family 
of accessories and storage allows you to 
add function while maintaining a consistent 
aesthetic throughout.   

Generate a variety of layouts from Lines’ 
selection of worksurface shapes and sizes, 
beams and legs. Organize the space using 
mounted and freestanding storage, or 
accessorize with frame-based accessories  
and shelving.
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responsive  
Lines is agile – quickly and easily reconfigurable, 
so you can respond rapidly to changing or 
evolving forms of work. Accelerate specification 
and installation time using Line’s succinct and 
interchangeable kit of parts. Get up and running 
quickly or minimize downtime during moves or 
reconfigurations. 
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refined and elegant  
With its sleek aesthetic, Lines is an elegant 
desking system that complements any modern 
space. Its delicate and graceful design makes 
even the smallest space feel light, airy and 
roomy. A careful attention to detail results  
in every functional element also being a  
design detail. 
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collaborative  
A collection of meeting tables is available 
in an array of shapes and sizes to suit any 
environment. Create spaces to meet, interact 
and collaborate while maintaining a consistent 
look throughout the office. 

A central service channel in the table surface 
enables convenient desk-height access to  
power and data.
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clever cabling 
Lines’ beam structure enables quick and simple 
cabling. Beam-mounted solid metal cable 
trays accommodate cables, power bars and 
transformers while maintaining a clean and tidy 
appearance. Trays also facilitate easy access to 
wire management without requiring any major 
dismantling of the product.

Intermediate cable risers enable large amounts 
of cables to be brought and distributed effici-
ently to each workstation. For lighter cabling 
needs, a slinky cable riser is also available.   

 

Intermediate cable riser efficiently brings power and cable 
to the workstation and complements Lines’ clean look. 
Solid cable tray keeps cables tidy and out-of-sight 

Desk-height shelf for additional storage 

Height Flexibility Kit from 15mm-75mm

A range of surface thicknesses and finishes is available, 
including a twin edging option that creates the appear-
ance of a slimmer worksurface 
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Monitor arm affixes directly to the beam. Power block 
brings power and data to desk height 

Central service channel for meeting tables provides desk-
height power and data 

Return storage for personal items 

Standard screen creates a light and airy look and  
enables fx personal organization accessories to be  
hung from the rail 
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planning possibilities  
The Lines range of furniture is manufactured 
to the highest standards utilizing the latest 
production techniques and is fully compliant 
to British standards as certified by FIRA in the 
UK. Lines carries a lifetime manufacturer’s 
guarantee, subject to our standard terms and 
conditions.
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environmentally responsible

Did you know that eighty percent of a 
product’s environmental impact is determined 
at the design stage? Lines was designed to 
meet Teknion’s DfE guidelines, ensuring its 
sustainability. By formalizing DfE into a set of 
nine guidelines, Teknion shapes a product’s 
development from material selection to 

manufacturing processes to end-of-life 
strategies. Lines is also GREENGUARD Certified 
for Indoor Air Quality.
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fabrics & finishes

Walnut Light WalnutOak

MapleWhite

Translucent White Translucent Green

 

Very White Silver

Translucent Frosted Clear

MFC FINISH

ACRYLIC FINISH (Screens)

FRAME FINISH

 

Translucent Blue Translucent  Light 
Grey
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FABRIC FINSHES - Camira/Lucia (Screens)

Adobo
YB165

Turtle
YB098

Arecibo
YB099

Campeche
YB301

 Slip
YB094

Rum
YB086

Tobago
YB030

Madura
YB156

Apple
YB096

Bermuda
YB084

Marianna
YB157

Buru
YB170

Tarot
YB090

 Ocean
YB100

 Steel
YB095

Bluebell
YB097

Mauve
YB069

Taboo
YB045

Cayman
YB024

Costa
YB026

Windjammer
YB047

Montserrat
YB011

 Scuba
YB089

Paseo
YB019 Sombrero

YB046
Tequila
YB038

Havana
YB009

Aruba
YB093

Sandstorm
YB302

Reef
YB085

 Oyster
YB107

Tortuga
YB168

Lobster
YB087

Diablo
YB101

Belize
YB105

Solano
YB088

Calypso
YB106

Jamaica
YB027

Bridgetown
YB102

Bluefield
YB021
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